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A. Personal Statement 
 

My expertise in social, HIV and substance use epidemiology and my advanced technical skills in dynamic 
modeling of infectious diseases put me in good position to offer mentorship to both pre-doctoral and post-
doctoral researchers invested in a career addressing substance use and HIV among marginalized populations.  

I received my Masters and PhD training in epidemiology at the Department of Infectious Disease 
Epidemiology at Imperial College London (ICL), renowned for developing high quality methods in mathematical 
modeling. I subsequently worked as a postdoctoral researcher as part of the HIV Modeling Consortium at ICL, 
and developed a new modeling tool used by UNAIDS to estimate HIV incidence in the generalized epidemics 
of sub-Saharan Africa. In 2015, I joined the Division of Infectious Diseases and Global Public Health (ID&GPH) 
at UCSD as a postdoctoral scholar through a NIDA fellowship to investigate the potential impact of the Mexican 
drug law reform on HIV incidence among people who inject drugs on the Mexico-U.S. border.  

Currently, I am an Associate Professor at the division of ID&GPH at UCSD  and the principal investigator of 
a NIDA DP2 Avenir grant aiming to predict emerging drug use epidemics and associated health harms 
(including overdose) in the US using statistical and dynamic modeling [1,2]. My research at UCSD has also 
focused on evaluating the contribution of structural factors to substance use and related HIV/HCV epidemics 
as well as interventions to address them, including drug law reform [3], medication for opioid use disorders 
(MOUD) and more recently drug checking services [4]. My research under the DP2 aims to advance our 
predictive analytic infrastructure to enable preemptive planning for prevention of drug use related outbreaks. 
We developed and validated the first model predicting next year overdose death rates at county level across 
the US and published our 2022 predictions to support policy making. I am also a co-investigator on a NIDA 
R01 grant investigating the impact of changes in drug tourism and drug markets on health among PWID in San 
Diego and Tijuana (PI Strathdee), on a NIDA R01 investigating network related factors in the context of 
naloxone distribution and overdose response (PI Wagner), and on an NIAID R01 implementing a digital cohort 
of transgender women across the U.S. (MPI Wirtz and Reisner). 

I am committed to pre-doctoral and post-doctoral training, and as part of my teaching I co-developed and 
co-teach the Infectious Diseases Epidemic and Economic Modeling for Public Policy for MPH and doctoral 
students in the departments of Medicine and Family Medicine and Public Health at UCSD. I am also a faculty 
member of the Interdisciplinary Research on Substance Use joint SDSU-UCSD doctoral program and a mentor 
on both the T32 training program on HIV and substance use and the T32 training program on HIV and other 
infections of pandemic potential (HOPE). I currently mentor for the NIDA T32 postdoctoral training program in 



HIV and substance use and provide training in dynamic modeling methods of substance use and associated 
health harms including HIV, HCV and overdose, as well as in mixed-methods research and grantsmanship to 
support trainees in their transition to independence.  
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B. Positions, Scientific Appointments, and Honors 
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2023-current:  Associate Professor, Division of Infectious Diseases and Global Public Health, Department of  

Medicine, University of California San Diego 
 
2019-2023:  Assistant Professor, Division of Infectious Diseases and Global Public Health, Department of  

Medicine, University of California San Diego 
 
Honors 
 
2019-2024:  NIDA HIV/AIDS research Avenir award 
2015-2016:  UC-MEXUS-CONACYT postdoctoral fellowship 
2015:    NIDA U.S.-Mexico drug abuse prevention research fellowship 
2008-2012:  Recipient of Medical Research Council Scholarship (UK) to pursue a PhD at ICL 
 
C. Contributions to Science 
 
1.   My research under the NIDA Avenir (DP2) grant has impelled the development of a prediction 
infrastructure in the drug use field to enable preemptive public health planning as opposed to 
emergency responses [1]. We reviewed the literature [2] to identify key studies that have proposed methods to 
enable the early detection, risk assessment, or prediction of opioid use related epidemics of overdose, HIV, 
HCV or tuberculosis, finding few studies had applied predictive methodologies in the field of drug use and 
fewer had implemented rigorous model validation. We are currently updating this review as momentum is 
growing in the field. We developed a statistical model to predict overdose death rates at county level across 
the contiguous US in the next year and validated it on overdose mortality data over the fentanyl epidemic [3]. 
We modified this model and produced predictions for 2022 which we released as a pre-print the first week of 
January 2022. To inform overdose outbreak early detection and prediction models, we are investigating the 
value of alternative data sources such as Google searches or Reddit to monitor drug use patterns at population 
level [4]. We are currently pursuing research to implement state level models to maximize locally available data 
and extending our predictive modeling tool set based on stakeholders’ needs.  
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2. A growing recognition for the need to rigorously investigate the role of structural factors in shaping HIV, 
HCV and overdose risk among marginalized populations has prompted the implementation of 
epidemiological studies specifically designed to gather relevant data on these processes. These emerging data 
opened the possibility to use epidemic modeling to characterize these risks and estimate the potential impact 
of interventions addressing structural factors in order to inform policy decision making. Few modeling studies 
have so far investigated this question and my current research at UCSD is contributing to this effort. I 
developed a model of HIV transmission among PWID in Tijuana, Mexico, to investigate the potential impact of 



the Mexican drug law reform in reducing HIV incidence in this population. The reform is expected to decrease 
incarceration rates and police harassment which are associated with greater HIV risk. The model incorporates 
incarceration patterns and exposure to police harassment mediated through syringe confiscation to reproduce 
the mechanisms through which the reform could reduce HIV incidence among PWID. This work was published 
in the Lancet Public Health [1]. I also carried out qualitative interviews among PWID in Tijuana to assess the 
acceptability and feasibility of implementing police-led referrals for harm reduction and substance use 
treatment services in the context of these drug law reforms [2]. I am expanding the model to investigate the 
impact of other socio-structural factors including drug border tourism and changing drug markets on HIV, HCV 
and overdose epidemics among PWID on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border [3-4].  
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3.   Our epidemic modeling study [1] investigating the potential impact and cost-effectiveness of an HIV 
pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) intervention among men who have sex with men (MSM) and transgender 
women (TW) in Lima, Peru, was the first to explore the role of this novel intervention in a middle-income 
country and contributed to driving this discussion within the Latin American region. I developed the model 
based on a thorough investigation of sexual behaviors among MSM and TW according to sexual identity, 
sexual positioning and risk factors such as sex work which were relevant programmatically allowing the 
identification of populations to be prioritized for prevention. The cost-effectiveness analysis in particular, 
highlighted the importance of focusing PrEP prevention efforts on populations with a higher incidence burden 
as opposed to ensuring a broad coverage of the intervention. This has since been confirmed in other studies in 
a range of settings. Our review [2] comparing the cost-effectiveness estimates of PrEP obtained from epidemic 
modeling studies looking at different populations and settings was a timely study that allowed identifying key 
factors determining the potential of PrEP but also a significant contribution to the field of modeling as it 
provided a platform to systematically compare modeling assumptions, explain differences and harmonize 
findings. As part of the Lancet series on sex work, I also developed a model of HIV transmission that 
specifically represents TW sex workers, their clients and their stable partners, to determine the combination of 
prevention interventions (including PrEP) that would be required to reduce the number of new infections 
among TW sex workers by 50% in 10 years [3]. I further developed this study to incorporate information 
obtained from a stakeholder analysis and health system capacity evaluation carried out in Peru within the 
context of an NIH R21 grant to take into account acceptability and feasibility of implementing PrEP and early 
treatment and produce cost-effectiveness estimates of the different combinations of interventions [4]. The latter 
has directly influenced the development of a new HIV programmatic plan focusing on TW. This is the first time 
that the specific HIV prevention/care needs of TW are formally delineated by the Peruvian Ministry of Health. 
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4. During my postdoctoral stay at ICL, I developed and validated a model to estimate HIV incidence in the 
generalized epidemics of Sub-Saharan Africa according to identifiable determinants of risk [1]. 
Programmatic planning in HIV requires estimates of the distribution of new HIV infections acquired and 
transmitted according to identifiable characteristics of individuals to maximize the use of resources and curb 
epidemic spread. The UNAIDS Modes of Transmission model was used over the past decade to produce 
estimates of the distribution of new infections in a range of countries; however, it suffered from several 
limitations and an alternative approach was needed [2,3]. In sub-Saharan Africa, robust data sources collected 
routinely and historical epidemiological observations are available to inform and validate such estimates. I 
developed a predictive model representing the population according to factors demonstrated to be powerfully 
associated with HIV acquisition risk: gender, marital status, geographic location, key risk behaviors (sex work, 
injecting drug use, male to male sex), sero-discordancy within couples, circumcision, and ART status. The 
model estimates the distribution of new infections acquired by group within a Bayesian framework accounting 
for regional prior information on demographic and epidemiological characteristics. The potential contribution of 
each group to transmission is then inferred making further assumptions about sexual mixing patterns and 
transmission rates. I validated and trained the model against direct observations of HIV incidence by subgroup 
in cohort data from Zimbabwe, Uganda, Malawi and Tanzania. The model performed well in all sites and is 
being used by UNAIDS as part of its epidemic tool-set to contribute to programmatic guidance. 
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